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Short Description

Quad Sidepost Cantilever Umbrella JCP501 by Jardinico

Description

Bring a distinctive look and immense shade coverage to your next outdoor event with the Quad Sidepost
Cantilever Umbrella (JCP501) by Jardinico. With its ability to shade 430 square feet, the JCP501 can be
configured as 2, 3 or 4 umbrellas. Each parasol can be opened, closed and tilted in height separately, allowing
for easy adjustment. Featuring a sophisticated Belgian design, this elegant, extra-sturdy aluminum octagonal
shaped frame is available in 4 high end, rust-proof finishes and and a variety of top quality, fade resistant
fabrics. If you can't find the fabric you're looking for, give us a call at 1-888-947-4449 for more options!

Includes

One (1) Jardinico Quad Sidepost Cantilever Umbrella JCP501
One (1) Protective Cover
One (1) Internal Mast Stem Cover
Mount kit (sold separately) must be selected to complete purchase

Dimensions

Overall Height: (closed) 8.33', (open) 8.25'
Maximum Height with Tilt: 16.33'
Overall Maximum Width: 20.83'
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Overall Maximum Canopy Length: 29.75'
Weight: 393 lbs. (4 canopies), 320 lbs. (3 canopies), 247 lbs. (2 canopies)
Individual Canopy Size: 9.75'
Ribs: 8 each
Concrete In-Ground Kit Weight: 22 lbs.
Concrete Mount Kit: 14 lbs.

Features

Customizable designer shade brings luxurious style and up to 430.5 sq. ft. of shade to large spaces
Each canopy opens and tilts individually, making adjustment hassle-free and simple
Convenient crank system for quick and easy opening, infinite front to back tilt
Rotate 360° to follow the sun
Powder coated aluminum frame is sleek, durable and corrosion resistant
Single wind vents serve dual purpose of venting heat and providing stability against wind
Engineered to withstand up to 36 mph. winds
Available in Sunbrella and Natté fabrics(Sunbrella's European collection), which are distinctive, fade
resistant and easy to clean
Simply hose off to clean and store in protective cover away from elements to extend lifespan
Base finish matches frame finish except for Alu Teak (TK), which uses the Charcoal Finish (CC)

Warranty

Frame has 5 year warranty against manufacturing defects
Sunbrella and Natté fabrics have a 5 year fade warranty
Base and finish have a 1 year limited warranty against manufacturing defects

Care & Maintenance

The Jardinico Quad Sidepost Cantilever Umbrella JCP501 is easy to care for. Simply hose off to clean or spot
treat for stains. To further extend the lifespan of your umbrella, store in a protective cover away from the
elements. Avoid using the tilt function during windy weather and try not to force the ribs apart when
opening; this could damage your umbrella. If you plan on using your umbrella near salt water or an indoor
pool, wipe down regularly to prevent paint blistering.

About the Manufacturer

Jardinico strives to present shade as a style statement. With its more than 15 years of experience designing
quality umbrellas, both for residential projects as well as the contract market, the Jardinico Caractère has
become a well-established brand in the outdoor world. Design isn’t just what the company does, it’s also the
very core of who they are. This Belgium based manufacturer prides itself on creating products with modern
designs, top quality, maintenance-friendly fabrics and handy opening systems. Made to last, these innovative
umbrellas embody elegance and serve as the finishing touch for any outdoor setting.
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Additional Information

SKU JCP501

Brand Jardinico

Ships Out Estimate 3 - 4 Weeks

Residential Warranty
Frame: 5 Years
Fabric: 5 Years
Base & Finish: 1 Year

Fabric View Fabric Options

Quad Sidepost Cantilever Umbrella
JCP501 by Jardinico

was

$12,240.00 Special
Price

$6,749.00
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